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Our Secure MS365 offer is addressed to SME business companies using Microsoft Cloud
technologies.
 

 

 
For SMEs using Microsoft Cloud technologies
dealing with compliance constraints and security
requirements and unable to fulfil them internally,
"Secure MS365" is a tailor-made and adaptable,
MS365 security offer. 

Our team based in Luxembourg will be the
interface between your IT and business entities
providing advice, guidance and implementation to
secure your MS365. 

“Secure MS365” 
for SME 

Secure your MS365 

Area of 
expertise 

3

Control of your MS365 Cloud 
Infrastructure 

 

 

The identification of risks and their remediations will
allow you to ensure a proper use of your MS365. All the
MS365 tools used by your teams will be reviewed and
secured according to your priorities.

Our consultants will be able to provide you with best
practices as well as train your users, allowing you to
become independent and autonomous in ensuring the
security of your MS365 Environment. 

Lack of internal resources with

required Security skills in MS365,

Lack of time,

Understanding of Security

requirements present in the CSSF,

GDPR and other regulations, 

Monitoring the evolution of

compliance requirements,

Reducing time and having all

evidences to answer internal and/or

external audits.

Your Challenges



Adressez vos questions à nos spécialistes : contact@adronh.com

With our 4-steps approach: « Discover » « Prepare », «
Execute » and « Check » AdronH will support you in
analysing your MS365 security problems, proposing
an appropriate action plan and applying 
recommendations according to your priorities. 

All these points are structured and documented in a
Security Maturity Matrix "SMM". This Matrix will allow
you to track the evolution of your Security
compliance over time.

Our offer is based on mutual trust with our clients
to make them face future audits with more
confidence and serenity.

AdronH is a people-centered IT company
based in Luxembourg, 
A team of certified experts with extensive
technological skills and a synergy between
people to provide the right solution adapted
to each of our clients,
Experts in MS365 security, 
Knowledge of CSSF, GDPR and other
regulations, 
User Awareness and Support: We give each
of our clients keys for autonomy in IT
security. 

 
Why ADRONH ?

Area of 
expertise

3
Our approach

Outcomes

Measurement and monitoring of your MS365 via our Security Maturity Matrix "SMM",
A RACI describing roles and responsibilities of each stakeholder,
Monitoring your indicators: access and authorizations of your teams, authentication and
management of passwords, number of protected documents, classification of your data, use of MS
licenses, etc.
A test book describing the Use Cases to be tested at each evolution of your MS365,
User guides and training materials for your users,
Operational procedures for maintaining your MS365,
Follow-up of security and compliance checks, follow-up of deficiencies, follow-up of completed vs
ordered, with regular reports of activities.

Secure your MS365: your mail service, remote access, collaborative services, Sharepoint, Onedrive,

device management, data protection, and all other used tools will be reviewed and secured

according to your priorities.

“Secure MS365” 
for SME 


